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★★★ Endless Dungeon Explore 20 levels in the deep dungeon, time after time. ★★★ Unique
system in dungeon exploration Each level is equipped with the unique system, “Time Bomb”. When
the timer counts down, all powerful Monsters appear. By understanding the “Time Bomb”, you will
be able to change the dungeon and race for survival. ★★★ Challenges - Find out what is behind the
secret Discover the legendary hidden dungeon. Some of the basic areas are not secure and open to
you. Are there threats in the dungeon? What lies behind the doors? What can you do in the
dungeon to discover the secret? ★★★ Explore the dungeon forever in the loop Beat the challenges
of the dungeon and survive. Gameplay - Exploration System ★★★ Explore the dungeon Roam the
dungeon searching for useful items You can level up. Will this help your survival? You can enjoy the
dungeon in 50/60 fps. ★★★ Dungeon tiles Level up by collecting coins. Adventure - Buying and
selling ★ FREE BUY Collect Coins to buy useful equipment. ★ FREE SELL You can sell unwanted
equipment to raise money. ★ FEES There are many kinds of fees ★ IGNORE Ignore the fee with a
coin! ★ Exchange EQUIPMENT Upgrade your equipment with collected coins. Check to see if you
have enough coins for this. ★ EXPEND When you've collected enough money, you can use it to buy
EXP. Expand your Item's level. EQUIPMENT You can use equipment to resist monsters in the
dungeon. Shelter and Sleep, Accessory, Health, Level, Equi. ★ HELP Help important NPCs. No
matter in what dungeon, you can help them. Costumes ★ EXPERT You can master your skill and
receive special fees. Select your character with a simple tap on the screen. 1. Character
customization ★★★ You can use the UI to select your character's equipment The equipment you
collect will affect the character. You can change your character's appearance by tapping the
screen. Select your race to determine your gender. You can change your character's face. You can
change your character's voice with a simple tap on the screen. SELECTION MODE Selecting a
character in the same color is very easy

Features Key:
14 hours of gameplay
Amazing pixel art
True stealth
Four secret areas, 109 days to explore, 26 dungeons to explore
36 levels with 4 difficulty levels
Original soundtrack
13 power-ups and 8 weapons
Four different ship classes, each with several upgrades
3 AI leaders that can plan your assassination
Ninja mode to complete the game in one go
Nine hidden treasures
147 Achievements
Three difficulty levels
N/A

8.4 Overall
Dawn's Light 2 is a niche game, recommended for “hardcore gamers”.
90 Ratings
Score: 8.4
0 votes [ratings]
You rated: 4 Name: City:
2018. Saver of aquatic monsters. Lifelong mermaid.

Brood
Synopsis of the game:
The game is a 3D RPG with a roguelike twist. The player plays as a hero called Linn, a 9 years old girl born
as a mermaid and that is chosen by the Goddess to become the new guardian of the ocean. For the
accomplishment of this mission, Linn is endowed with technology from various civilizations that lived on the
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oceans for centuries, like the Atlantians, the Plebians, the Guanz of the Moon, the Pegasus from the Planet
Mercury among other.
Game features:
2D and 3D graphics
Full spoken dialogues
Quest system
Collectibles system
Multiple choices and consequences
Combat system
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